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[N.B. Although the America Psychological Association (APA) suggests the use of ‘person-first’ language (i.e. ‘person with autism’), research by Kenny et al. (2016) suggests that ‘autistic’ is the term preferred by autistic people themselves and their families. Both terms are used in this article, especially when reporting from other literature, but ‘autistic’ predominates.]
The effect of familiarisation with autistic individuals on trainee teachers’ attitudes

Although some research has been undertaken into the effect that exposure to individuals with disabilities has on others’ attitudes, little research has been undertaken into this effect on the preconceptions of trainee teachers towards their pupils, and none regarding attitudes to autism specifically. This study therefore seeks to investigate whether familiarity with autistic individuals influences trainee teachers’ preconceptions regarding autistic pupils, and if so, how these preconceptions might differ to those without previous exposure to autistic individuals.

Lack of familiarity with individuals with specific disabilities may contribute to a person’s failure to respect that individual’s needs and dignity (Abramson, 2008). Given the need for teachers to understand autism’s ‘exceptionality and its many complexities’ (Leblanc, 2009, p. 176), and that positive teacher attitudes may be predictors of success in the outcome for pupils with disabilities (Rodriguez, Saldana and Moreno, 2012; Robertson, Chamberlain, and Kasari, 2002; Stanovich and Jordan, 1998), the influence of trainee teachers’ ‘starting points’ in autism merits scrutiny. Understanding of autism is essential for professionals working with autistic pupils if they are to facilitate an educational and social environment in schools that enables these children to learn and flourish, and education in autism is now a statutory component of Initial Teacher Education in the UK (A framework of core content for Initial Teacher Training (ITT), 2016).

The ‘mere-exposure effect’ (Zajonc, 1968) suggests that familiarity with an object will tend to increase a subject’s preference for that object. This theory has been explored further to consider its effect on racial prejudice (Zebrowitz, White and Wieneke, 2008), on volunteers’ attitudes towards people with intellectual disabilities (Li and Wang, 2013; Rillotta, 2007) and on peer attitudes on first meeting autistic adults (Sasson and Morrison, 2017). Each of these studies suggests that exposure to members of the targeted group may result in a positive response from the participants. Li and Wang (2013) suggest that volunteers’ attitudes towards inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities were enhanced after their one-week exposure to people with intellectual disabilities during the Special Olympic Games’, although they cautioned that the change in attitudes may ‘depend on the nature of exposure’ (p. 519). Zebrowitz et al. found that supraliminal exposure to non-white faces increased white participants’ subsequent liking for different sets of other-race faces, and Sasson and Morrison (2017) suggest that autism familiarisation was ‘positively associated with more favourable impressions of ASD participants’ during their research into the first impressions of autistic adults made by their peers.

Barr and Brachitta (2008) sought to understand if having contact with individuals with disabilities would improve attitudes towards such individuals as one goal of their wider research into the likelihood of undergraduates choosing to major in education. Their work built on that by Brownlee and Carrington (2000), Hodge and Jansma (1999), Yuker (1988) and Tait and Purdie (2000) which suggests that the way in which teachers relate to pupils with disabilities may be influenced by their previous experience of disabled pupils. This suggests that more positive attitudes are shown by those who have had previous experience. Avramidis and Kalyva (2007) suggest that teachers who have previous experience teaching pupils with
SEN have significantly more positive attitudes than those who do not, and Syriopoulou-Delli et al. (2011) suggest that previous experience with autistic pupils is one element (together with training) that positively impacts teachers’ perceptions of autistic pupils. Campbell, Gilmore and Cuskelly (2003) suggest that education alone does not influence attitudes, but that education coupled with fieldwork with children with Downs Syndrome improved trainee teachers’ attitudes both to people with Downs Syndrome and to those with disabilities more generally. Barr and Bracchitta’s research (2008) further found that ‘more contact does lead to more positive attitudes’, particularly regarding individuals with developmental disabilities or behavioural disabilities.

Where familiarity with disabled people generally may allow for an overcoming of a negative perception of ‘otherness’, in autism it has the further potential to allow for the celebration of the autistic person’s differences. There has long been a fascination with the co-existence of savant skills in autistic people (Sacks, 1985; Treffert, 1989, 2009; Howlin et al., 2009). Cardinal (2009) expresses this in his description of how autistic art allows the viewer, ‘to savour the extreme experience of Otherness, in the form of a seductive exoticism that produces an inarticulate yet intense pleasure’ (p.1466). Although not all autistic individuals exhibit remarkable skills, there remain elements of autism – for example an increase in the use of neologisms and idiosyncratic language (Volden and Lord, 1991) – which can provoke interest (Happé, and Frith, 2009). Familiarity with such elements of autism through the relating of anecdote and example may have potential to ameliorate for the otherwise negative effects of ‘otherness’.

**Method**

Participants in this study were 3rd year undergraduates [n84] studying for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Primary Education. There was a ratio of 7:1 female to male in the cohort, with 12% of the sample being classed as ‘mature’ (i.e. over age 25). Data was gathered at the beginning of, and as part of, a university teaching session on autism. Their self-identification as someone who did or did not ‘know’ an autistic individual, and their perceptions about autistic individuals, formed a reflective introduction to the session. Participants were asked to write a brief description of how autism might present in a pupil, completing this description in one of two boxes, depending on whether they ‘knew or had personal experience of someone with autism’. This description was modified with the examples, ‘This could be yourself, a family member, a friend or a pupil you have observed on placement’.

Responses were analysed inductively in order for congruent themes to emerge. This analysis sought to generate knowledge grounded in the specific human experiences of the participants (Sandelowski, 2004), taking the epistemological position of valuing understanding and perception as they are interpreted by the participant (Henwood, 1996). It sought to investigate how participants made sense of the concept of ‘knowing’ an autistic person (Pietkiewicz & Smith, 2014); as such it accepts that participants are ‘expert in their own experiences’ (Reid, Flowers and Larkin, 2005, p. 20) rather than seeking to question their perceptions.
The themes, or ‘specific patterns found in the data’ (Joffe and Yardley, 2004 p.57) which emerged were then grouped into ten broad headings using both manifest and latent content coding (Joffe and Yardley, 2004). Thus, the theme ‘Need for sameness’ might include comments on a preference for sameness or a need for routine or might express that the child would be distressed by changes in routine. The data was then grouped into ten themes: social, emotional, communication, a need for sameness, ‘Special Interests’, sensory, learning styles, behaviours, eye contact and positives. Responses within these categories were reported from the group who profess no experience with a person with autism and were then compared with the responses of those who do.

**Results**

50 of respondents (64%) did not consider themselves to have had personal experience of a person with autism and 28 (36%) respondents did consider themselves to have had personal experiences of a person with autism. There were 6 non-responders to this question or trainees who did not choose to have their data shared.

Of those who responded that they did have experience of a person with autism, 37 additionally gave an indication of who this was: 14 (38%) were family members, including brother, sister, cousins and 2\textsuperscript{nd} cousins; 6 (16%) were pupils from placement and 17 (46%) were ‘friends’, including current friends, friends from childhood and the children of friends.

![Figure 1: Frequency of responses](image-url)
Responses of those without personal experience of someone with autism

The frequency of response from this group within each category was social (24%), emotional (4%), communication (9%), a need for sameness (16%), ‘Special Interests’ (7%), sensory (10%), learning styles (9%), behaviours (9%), eye contact (4%) and positives (8%).

Social
Predictions from this group of social elements in an autistic pupil were primarily framed as negative. These included comments such as that the pupil would struggle to socialise, would find it difficult to make friends or socialise with peers and would have difficulty understanding the emotions of others. One respondent predicted that this would make the child ‘feel isolated’. Other responses were more neutral in tone, identifying that the autistic pupil might be quiet and shy, might be reserved or might have a preference for their own company.

Emotional
Responses were generalised, including that the autistic child might ‘have emotional difficulties’ or have difficulty controlling their emotions. Participants predicted that the child might be uncomfortable in new situations or ‘get nervous, stressed, upset easily’.

Communication
Although 8 (8.8%) of responses referred to communication, respondents did not indicate a clear understanding of how this might manifest itself. Responses were all generic, for example, ‘Have communication problems’, ‘Struggle with communication’ or ‘Have lack of communication’.

Need for sameness
Comments on the need for sameness and routine were both positively expressed (‘Prefer a strict routine’, ‘Need a routine’) and negatively expressed (‘Be distressed by changes in routine’, ‘Find change of routine challenging’, ‘Be reluctant to accept change’).

Special interest
The autistic child’s special interest was suggested in 6 (6.6%) responses. Some of these were neutral, describing special interests or attachment to particular objects, but some were more negative, describing the child as having ‘an obsession’, ‘repetitious behaviour’ or a need to ‘repeat things over and over again’.

Sensory
9 respondents (9.9%) suggested that sensory issues might be present in an autistic child. These largely focussed on sensitivity to sound or noise (7 responses), with light or less specific ‘certain stimuli’ and ‘the environment’ also being mentioned.

Aspects of learning
7 respondents made reference to aspects of learning in autism. Two of these were to the expectation that the autistic pupil would be a visual learner, with two further suggesting that the pupil would struggle academically (‘Struggle with class learning’ and ‘Struggle with basic educational subjects e.g. maths, English’). Other
suggestions in this broad category referred to possible delays in development of gross motor skills and the need for (non-specified) specialised lessons and resources and teaching equipment.

**Behaviour**
Predictions regarding autistic pupils focussed on behaviour in 8 (8.8%) comments. These included that the child might 'fixate' on a task, might struggle with getting things wrong, be hyperactive, display non-functional repetitive behaviours or 'have meltdowns'.

**Eye contact**
Prediction of reduced eye contact in autism was made in 4 (4.4%) comments. Suggestions regarding this were that the pupil might 'find it hard', might 'avoid' or 'have no' eye contact.

**Positives**
Comments on the potential positives of autism were made in 7 (7.7%) instances. These included that the child might be 'bright' or 'smart' in some areas or have exceptional knowledge about specific subjects. There was suggestion that the autistic child might have good memory and recollection skills. There was awareness, too, that the child might develop at a different (but not necessarily slower) pace than peers, and that any one autistic child might have very different needs from another.

**Comparison with comments by those with personal experience of autism**
Response frequency in this group were: social (12%), emotional (5%), communication (21%), a need for sameness (15%), ‘Special Interests’ (11%), sensory (9%), learning styles (4%), behaviours (5%), eye contact (5%) and positives (12%). Examples were more specific and related to the autistic people they knew.

**Social**
Social issues were identified as relevant by fewer people who know someone with autism than by those who do not (12% as opposed to 24%). Qualitatively, too, descriptions did not focus so strongly on elements of separateness or isolation. There was comment on social awkwardness, lack of awareness of social rules and the issue of struggling to make and maintain friendships, but there were also more wide-ranging examples. One comment was that the person's social challenge might come from trying to impress, and another that a person might display inappropriate levels of questioning about details. Another suggested that attachment by an autistic person may be strong, although vulnerable: 'If [the person attached to] does something 'wrong' [an autistic child] will not have anything to do with them again'. A specific example was that the autistic person was reported to prefer to immerse himself within society in order to feel part of a group rather than an individual.

**Emotional**
Although there was one suggestion from this group of ‘high anxiety’ in autism and one that suggested that a person may be distressed by confrontations or arguments, two respondents described autism in terms of positive emotions; the first as being people who ‘enjoy own company’, and the second giving an example of an
autistic person who, although initially very shy had developed to become someone ‘creative and sociable’. This person is reported to be now studying to become an actor.

**Communication**

There was greater focus on communication in the group who know someone with autism (21%) than the group of those who did not (9%). Two respondents mentioned inappropriate laughter in those they knew and a further two reported delayed speech. Other reports included suggestion of a lack of ‘filter’, so that autistic people might speak without thinking or without understanding that what they said may offend or hurt, the need to use specific terminology (the example given being about terminology around trains), and an inability to understand sarcasm. Some reports were specific and idiosyncratic. One was that the person likes to use food-related words to replace non-food ones, so that ‘feet becomes feast and leg becomes egg’. Another was that the child used portions of a script (in this case that of the film Toy Story) to communicate.

**Need for sameness**

A preference for routine and sameness was reported to a similar degree in this sample as in those who do not have experience of people with autism. This was reported negatively in some instances (‘Finds it hard to accept change’, ‘Becomes upset if order broken’), but was primarily framed positively. These positive statements included, ‘Likes to have set routine’, ‘Likes consistent routine’, ‘Prefers to sit in same place’ and ‘Enjoys repeatedly drawing the same thing’. There were also some more specific examples given. One child was reported to spend ‘every break time colouring’, another child described as enjoying the repetition of numbers, particularly countdown to zero and a third as insisting that the light switches be switched off.

**Special Interest**

Reports on interests in the group who know someone with autism are, understandably, richer than from those who do not. These include an interest in the weaponry of the World Wars (and the report that the child prefers to talk about this subject than to engage in reciprocal conversation), an interest in collecting objects (in this case Bic biros), and an intense interest in multi-link cubes as well as the more common interests in autism of dinosaurs, cars and trains. The latter report included an anecdote of a trip to the zoo where the child had ignored the animals and focussed instead on the trains which ran every half hour.

**Sensory**

Report of sensory differences included cases of dislike of loud/sudden noises, but provided further examples, including putting objects into the mouth, walking on tiptoes and playing with hands whilst talking.

**Aspects of learning**

As with the group who did not have familiarity with an autistic person, there was little reference to learning in reports by this group. One response indicated that a child was very distractible, and another that the child answered questions very quickly and without time for consideration. There was description of an adjustment
made for one child in school, where he was provided with a small tent in the corner of the classroom into which he could withdraw if he became overwhelmed.

**Behaviour**

Negative behaviour in autism were described in four instances and included ‘meltdown’ if a preferred object is removed, inappropriate nakedness, an increase in aggression as the child has grown older and inappropriate hugging.

**Eye contact**

Eye contact differences was mentioned in four instances and was described as ‘no eye contact’, ‘eye contact difficulties’, lack of eye contact’ and ‘struggles with eye contact’.

**Positives**

There were more positives reported by the group who knew someone with autism (12%) than by those who did not (8%), and the examples were more specific. They included an ability to recall facts and dates, a child who wrote and then recorded his own book at age 9, a strong memory for places visited, a precise knowledge of bus routes, an ability to ‘learn and retain vast amounts of information’, someone who could copy what another person plays on the piano and being in the top ten in the rankings at a certain X-Box game. Some responses were more generic, including that the person is ‘very focussed’, is ‘highly creative’ and is ‘very affectionate’.

**Discussion**

The participants in this study who relied on training in autism rather than developing their understanding through personal interaction with autistic people did not show significant differences in their descriptions of autism in this ‘thumbnail sketch’ scenario. However, those with personal experience of autistic people provided a richer, more varied and less ‘generic’ description. Their examples were more focussed and more varied, and they moved away from a stereotyped view of autism to begin to describe some of heterogeneity of its manifestation. These responses show an awareness that autism is complex, individually experienced and difficult to understand as a generic ‘condition’.

Description by those with personal experience of autistic people focussed less on social aspects, particularly those regarding social isolation, and more on communication, and had a greater number – and more specific examples – of positives in autism.

The increase in positive statements, together with the greater specificity of those examples, suggest that in line with the literature (Zebrowitz, White and Wienke, 2008; Li and Wang, 2013; Rillotta, 2007; Sasson and Morrison, 2017; Campbell, Gilmore and Cuskelly, 2003) familiarity with an ‘other’ group may increase positive attitudes to members of that group. These positive attitudes may be achieved more effectively by this familiarity than through direct education, which has implications for teacher education. Beattie, Anderson and Antonak (1997) compared the effect of showing positive film images of people with disabilities to trainee Special Education teachers to that of showing the same film with an additional input by a lecturer with an overt physical disability. Attitudes of the trainee
teachers in their study were not altered by the film images, but only after the input from the disabled lecturer. This suggests that input into ITE around autism may be more effective if delivered by an autistic person. Equally, the range of positive examples given by those who know autistic people reflects something of the acceptance of ‘otherness’ in autism as described by Happé and Frith (2009).

The greater likelihood of trainees in this study who profess to ‘know’ someone with autism to focus on communication may indicate greater awareness of this need in autism. The social model of disability examines the extent to which the ‘problems’ experienced by individuals seen as disabled are socially constructed rather than intrinsic to the individual (Rieser, 1990; Tragaskis, 2002). In autism, this model suggests that challenges in, for example, communication may stem as much from the social and educational environment experienced by that individual as from the condition itself (Kossyvaki, Jones and Guldberg, 2012). Kossyvaki, Jones and Guldberg (2012) suggest that adults’ interactive style may impact on autistic children and suggest that ‘attention should be paid to adult style when developing communication in children with autism’ (p. 173). Greater awareness of communicative need may facilitate this attention.

Conversely, the greater focus on those without familiarity with autistic individuals on negative social aspects – specifically the perception that pupils may struggle to socialise or to make friends – may support suggestion (Campbell et al., 2003; Tait and Purdie, 2000; Maras and Brown, 2000; Campbell, Gilmore and Cuskelly, 2003) that education alone without contact with individuals from the ‘other’ group may not lead to positive perceptions.

**Conclusion**

Results from this study suggest that trainee teachers’ attitudes towards autism are positively impacted by exposure to autistic people. This has implications for effective Initial Teacher Training in autism. Education about autism by neuro-typical lecturers, without input from autistic individuals, may not provide as effective education as if input were made by autistic individuals. In a similar way, results from this study suggest that input into teacher training from autistic individuals may enable trainees to gain familiarity with autism in a way that mere instruction about it does not. Specifically, use of anecdote and personal experiences may help engender a feeling of familiarity with autism. Although because of the heterogeneity of autism, no one individual can represent the needs of the autistic population in quite the way that an individual who is blind, for example, may articulate the needs of individuals who are blind, nevertheless input into teacher training from an autistic individual may positively impact trainees’ preconceptions.

The percentage self-catagorisation of the trainees as 64% ‘not knowing’ and 36% ‘knowing’ a person with autism may reflect lack of awareness of autism rather than lack of exposure to autistic people. If autistic people make up over 1% of the population (Brugha, T. et al., 2012), it is likely that 3rd year undergraduate students will have had greater exposure to autistic people than they are aware. This lack of awareness may be contributing to their negative preconceptions. The use of personal report by an autistic individual may serve to increase (conscious) familiarity for trainee teachers with autistic people, and to break down the barrier of ‘otherness’
which trainee teachers may perceive themselves to be experiencing. Similarly, access to a wider experience and richer examples of autism from family members and friends of autistic individuals, may additionally impact positively on trainee teachers’ perceptions of autistic pupil.

Limitations of the study and implications for future research

This research is limited in that the data set is relatively small and is taken from a single cohort, all of whom had received the same teacher training input. This limits both the neutrality and the generalisability of the findings. Future investigations should include larger samples across different courses and across different institutions. Research should also investigate the impact which input into autism training in Initial Teacher Education by autistic individuals has on trainee teachers’ perceptions.
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